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Nucleus-nucleus scattering is generally de-
scribed by non-Hermitian complex potential.
The absorptive (imaginary) part of the poten-
tial is supposed to represent non-elastic chan-
nels which reduces the elastically scattered
flux. The relevant model called the optical
model, is found to be phenomenologically suit-
able for interpreting the elastic scattering. In
the optical model, the Hamiltonian is non-
hermitian and hence the condition for unitar-
ity of the S(E) matrix (|S(E)| = 1), is re-
placed by the condition for pseudo-unitarity
(|S(E)| < 1). Recently, novel interesting
model are of the form Vc(x) = Vr(x) + iVi(x),
where Vi(x) is not essentially absorbing [1-5].

For a non-Hermitian complex potential of
the above form which vanishes at ±∞ and
which is spatially non-symmetric, the reflec-
tion amplitudes display non-reciprocity (rL ̸=
rR ) whereas transmission amplitudes are re-
ciprocal tL = tR [1]. For non-hermitian scat-
tering potential there may exist a special real
energy (E∗) named as Spectral singularity
[2], where all three probabilities (transmis-
sion, reflection from left and reflection from
right) T (E), RL(E) and RR(E) become infin-
ity. Very interesting exactly solvable models
are available [3] where one gets explicit ex-
pression of E∗ and explicit parametric condi-
tions on the non-Hermitian potential. These
two important observations give rise to a
new experimentation where coherent (identi-
cal) beams are injected into a non-Hermitian
optical medium from left and right. In the
coherent scattering the two port S(k) matrix
is given as |S(k)| = |rL(k)rR(k)− t2(k)| [2,4].
It has been further claimed that if spectral
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FIG. 1: Reflection coefficient from left (blue line)
and right (red line) and Transmission probabil-
ity for left or right (green line) as a function
of E. Spectral singularity has been observed at
E∗=11.6736

singularity occurs at E∗ = k2, |S(−k)| be-
comes zero at E = E∗ signifying perfect ab-
sorption of coherent beams [4] in the non-
Hermitian medium. Very interesting exactly
solvable models of Coherent Perfect Absorp-
tion (CPA) have been proposed [5].

In a scattering process Vi(x) needs to be
vanishing asymptotically, but Vr(x) may also
be semi-infinite. By semi-infinite we mean
that Vr(x < 0) = 0 and Vr(x > 0) =
V1. In this interesting situation we find that
both r and t are non-reciprocal, specially
tR = (kR/kL)tL. Here kL =

√
2µE/~, kR =√

2µ(E − V1)/~. Nevertheless, the trans-
mission probability T (E) remains reciprocal
again.

The crucial question arising here is as to
whether a semi-infinite Vr(x)can also give rise
to CPA with a modified two-port S-matrix
with |S(k)| = |rLrR − tLtR|. For this we pro-
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FIG. 2: Variation of determinant of two port S
matrix S(−k) with energy. |S(−k)| becomes zero
for the same E∗=11.6736 signifying coherent per-
fect absorption of coherent beams.

pose the first semi-infinite model as

Vc(x) = V1Θ(x) + iV2δ(x) (1)

where Θ(x < 0) = 0,Θ(x > 0) = 1. One can
solve the Schrodinger equation when scatter-
ing occurs from left and obtain the solution
as

ψ(x < 0) = A exp(ikLx)+B exp(−ikLx) (2)

ψ(x > 0) = C exp(ikRx) (3)

We demand continuity of ψ(x) at x = 0 and
discontinuity of first derivative of ψ(x) at x =
0, due to presence of Dirac Delta function as

dψ>(x)

dx
|x=0 −

dψ<(x)

dx
|x=0 =

2µiV2
~2

ψ<(0).

(4)
Using the above equations we obtain the re-

flection amplitude (rL) and transmission am-
plitude (tL) as

rL = B/A =
kL − kR + α

kL + kR − α
, (5)

tL = C/A =
2kL

kL + kR − α
(6)

(where α = 2µV2

~2 ). Now similar exercise can
be done for scattering from right and one can
obtain the solutions as

ψ(x > 0) = A′ exp(−ikRx) +B′ exp(ikRx)
(7)

ψ(x < 0) = C ′ exp(−ikLx) (8)

Now using equations (7) and (8) we obtain the
reflection amplitude from right(rR) and trans-
mission amplitude from right (tR) as

rR = B′/A′ =
kR − kL + α

kR + kL − α
(9)

tR = C ′/A′ =
2kR

kR + kL − α
(10)

Eventually, we get the zero of |S(−k)| and the
spectral singularity at a real energy

E∗ =

(
β2 + V1

2β

)2

, β =

√
2µ

~
V2. (11)

Taking 2µ = 1 = ~2, and V1 = 5, V2 = 6,
we carry out calculations for T (E), RL(E)(=
|rL(E)|2) and RR(E)(= |rR(E)|2) which has
been shown in Fig.1 by blue, red and green
lines respectively. One can observe that
T (E), RL(E) and RR(E) become simultane-
ously infinity at a special energy E∗=11.6736
displaying spectral singularity at E∗=11.6736.
Interestingly, we also find that the determi-
nant of two port S-matrix: |S(−k)| becomes
simultaneously zero at the same E = E∗. (see
Fig. 2). So we confirm the occurrence of co-
herent perfect absorption for this simple semi-
infinite non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. For more
interesting and involved models, the work is in
progress.
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